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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were amazing
extremely helpful and very friendly. Class acts. Will def be back to get another car. This place is
great. Staff is very helpful and informative. Transactions were easy and very successful. Fair,
easy and quick process. Moe was very helpful throughout the process. I would definitely
recommend this place for used car purchases. Other than that great vehicle! My experience with
Phillp Motor, Inc was great! The sales representative Mark went above and beyond the call of
duty to make my buying experience great. I purchased the car and I am truly enjoying the car.
Was very uninviting, spoke to over the phone inquiring about a vehicle. Was willing to pay full
price but made a offer 2k less than asking price. The response was " absolutely not " lost a sale
because they didn't care to create a line of communication. Funny enough I was actually
looking to buy two vehicles. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Negotiable , mi. The 5
Series BMW is by far the best all around value in this segment. I especially liked the i since it is
the only year for the 5 series to have the inline 6 N52N and an 8 speed ZF transmission. This
combination is awesome highway gas mileage d Read more. Smooth, good looking, quiet,
plenty of power and handles well in the Sport setting. The Lexus GS had a front end design that
I could not live with. The Mercedes E was expensive. Not much out there with the blend of
features that a Mi, or M5 has. I would consider the Audi equivalent, or maybe a Japanese
equivalent. Not a big fan of Mercedes either. Definitely not anything American made. BMW is a
bit pricey, so I might have to back up a couple years to get in in my budget. Why Use CarGurus?
Controversial styling and BMW's continued use of the confounding iDrive system are the only
blemishes on the BMW 5 Series, an otherwise outstanding luxury sport sedan and wagon.
Originally introduced in , the BMW 5 Series has spent the last three decades catering to those
who desire a sedan that functions equally well as a prestigious luxury car and a thoroughbred
performance sedan. The 5 Series has long been the benchmark by which other sport sedans are
measured. This elevated position presents challenges when such a stellar car is due for an
update. BMW accomplished its mission with a redesign in that gave it a look and feel that
remained popular right up until the latest redesign last year. Although the BMW 5 Series was
considered a complete redesign, the changes to the car's basic character seemed more like
subtle refinements. It was already a comfortable, capable and highly dynamic machine. The
latest version is still all of these things, just a bit more so. In terms of overall philosophy, the
largest shift from the previous model came in the form of technology. While much of the 7's
technology has migrated down to the 5, several advanced technologies made their debut on
BMW's midsize sport sedan. The most exciting of these is dubbed Active Front Steering AFS , a
system that is able to adjust both the steering ratio and the amount of power assist for optimum
feel and control under varying driving conditions. Along with all the technology came an
aggressive new body that most people either love or hate. For , BMW has fitted the and models
with an all-new 3. The versatile wagon body style is also back in the lineup this year, as is an
all-wheel-drive system dubbed xDrive. Further, when DSC takes corrective braking action on a
single wheel, xDrive automatically redirects torque to the wheel opposite it. This means the car
can keep moving even if only one wheel has traction. With excellent power and sharp handling,
the BMW 5 Series further builds on its reputation as a luxury sedan of unequaled athleticism. An
endless array of technology and polarizing sheet metal may distinguish the current generation
in the minds of consumers, but in the end, it's the 5's continued status as a true driver's car that
will make the sale. The BMW 5 Series sedan comes in several flavors: i, xi, i, xi and i. The wagon
is available in xi trim only. Standard equipment includes automatic climate control, a CD player,
one-touch power windows, rain-sensing windshield wipers and heated mirrors. Ten-way power
front seats are also standard, with way power front sport seats and way power multifunction
comfort front seats available as options. The iDrive vehicle management system is integrated
into all 5 Series models, while a DVD-based navigation system with voice command and
adaptive cruise control are optional. BMW's new 3. The top-of-the-line i sedan features a 4. All
models get a six-speed manual standard with a six-speed Steptronic automatic an available
option. The rear-drive i and i can also be had with BMW's sequential manual gearbox SMG , a
sophisticated transmission that combines the control of a manual gearbox with the ease of an
automatic. BMW's xDrive all-wheel-drive system is available on and sedans, and standard on

the wagon. Standard safety equipment includes a head protection system and side-impact
airbags for both the front and rear seats. Dynamic Stability Control DSC and four-wheel disc
brakes with electronic brake proportioning, cornering and stability enhancements are standard
across the model line. Active front head restraints and Advanced Safety Electronics ASE that
govern the deployment of safety systems are optional. The BMW 5 Series is an extremely
balanced machine that can handle aggressive driving maneuvers as well as it does dilapidated
highways. The active steering system hasn't dulled BMW's trademark steering feel, and even
vehicles equipped with the optional run-flat tires maintain a livable ride quality. The base inline
six offers adequate power, while the hp version offers the best balance of performance and
economy. Equipped with the V8, this is a true enthusiast's sedan that will outpace many sports
cars. The driver-oriented 5 Series cockpit greets passengers with a dignified show of luxury. As
in the 7 Series, the multifunction iDrive interface integrates the audio, climate and navigation
systems, but basic functions can be accomplished without going through iDrive. Build and
materials quality is outstanding. Supportive seating is provided in both the front and rear, and
even adults won't mind sitting in the backseat. Rovaniemi, Finland, is a frozen city at the Arctic
Circle where only the steel-hearted survive. Well, and Santa Claus, according to the local
tourism bureau. Although we never ran into ol' Saint Nick, Rovaniemi was the perfect location to
sample the new all-wheel-drive BMW 5 Series, which will go on sale this spring. The
all-wheel-drive 5 Series is the latest in a gaggle of new all-wheel-drive premium sedans. For
decades, well-to-do car buyers in snowy climates have had only two choices, an Audi with
quattro and a Mercedes-Benz with 4Matic. But now other premium brands are on to the
all-wheel-drive trend. Cadillac made sure the new STS had it for No V8, but More Power
Although there are no current plans to install xDrive on the V8-powered i sedan, there's little
reason to worry about the six-cylinder AWD models feeling underpowered, as both the and
feature the new 3. For the xi, that means hp and lb-ft of torque. On the xi, there's hp and lb-ft of
torque. The rear-drive i and i also get the new engines. Either way, you'll have your choice of a
six-speed manual gearbox or a six-speed automatic with Steptronic. The xDrive system adds
about pounds to the cars' curb weight and a couple tenths of a second to their times â€” BMW
estimates a manual-gearbox i can sprint to 60 mph in 6. The difference is greater on the models
â€” 7. A few of the main roads in Rovaniemi had been plowed and sanded, which gave us an
opportunity to sample the new engine in the xi. Although the jump in horsepower is what you'll
read about, we were more impressed by the extra low-end torque, which made the manual-shift
testers easy to launch. A sport package will be available, and you can even get inch wheels if
you want them. The system works hand-in-hand with BMW's Dynamic Stability Control DSC
system, using data taken from the yaw rate and steering angle sensors to adjust the distribution
of power. Further, when DSC takes corrective braking action on a single wheel, torque is
automatically redirected to the wheel opposite it. This means the BMW xi can keep moving even
if only one wheel has traction. The Ultimate Ice Driving Machine All of the s we drove wore
non-factory winter performance tires no studs. On public roads covered with packed snow and
ice, the combination of xDrive, DSC and snow tires made the car basically unstoppable. But it
wasn't until we took a few dozen laps around an ice track that we understood why the xi would
make a fantastic winter car for an enthusiast. To accommodate drivers of varying skill and guts,
DSC now has three modes. In between "completely on" and "completely off," there's a
"Dynamic Traction Control" setting that scales back the intervention without taking away the
safety net. This mode worked best on snow-dusted ice: It lets the xi's wheels spin enough to let
you have your fun while gently stepping in to realign the tail. Skidding is still a possibility if you
go into turns too hot, but the car's electronics keep you out of most other trouble in a manner
that builds you up rather than beats you down. Switch off the stability control altogether, and
the advanced driver is left with a responsive and predictable ice-driving machine. If there's any
traction to be had, the xDrive system sniffs it out. Unexpected Features With a self-satisfied
wink in Audi's direction, BMW threw a few unexpected extras into the all-wheel-drive 5 Series.
We doubt many buyers will ever need these curiosities, but we know plenty who will be
delighted by the prospect of driving a BMW 5 Series that smirks at Old Man Winter. Available
styles include i 4dr Sedan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used BMW 5 Series. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan

in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Styling may not appeal to 5 Series loyalists, iDrive system still
more hassle than it's worth, costs more than most competitors. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The and models receive
an all-new 3. BMW is also offering a versatile 5 Series wagon to U. The i has been replaced by
the i, which features a horsepower, 4. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. My 4th BMW
and the best one! This i is well designed and the overall reliability is good. Beyond K miles, I
started having some oil leaks but it's all fixable. Over K miles. Spark plugs replaced every K
miles. DTML pump was replaced around 90K miles. The coolant tank was replaced around K
miles but this car is solid and performs well month after month. The starter was replaced at K
miles as well as a front wheel crack in the metal. The microfilter needs a change every 30K miles
and the trunk actuator had to be replaced at , Miles. It has K miles and it's still going strong! The
external body still looks great but the car spends its nights in a covered garage. Total
maintenance costs incl. Read less. Must own one of these cars, if you buy it used. So basically
this car is my favorite material possession. AND I am not a car nut. I really like this car. It had
92, miles on it. They tore through it and found some issues. The electronic cable sleeve between
the computer and the transmission. It typically leaks every K. It was leaking. The shocks were
bad. And the coolant system had a leak. I bought the car after some further negotiations. It was
in the shop quickly for a radiator replacement, a lower radiator supply hose, a worn out wheel
bearing, shocks, and new tires. Regret started to sink into our minds. But since then the car has
just had maintenance visits. I replaced the coil over ignition plugs at , they lasted 80k more than
BMW says they should. I changed the oil every 7k, it does eat 1 qt of oil every miles. I just deal
with that. I put continental contipro contact tires on it. This car powers through corners now. It
drives through 12" of snow and heavy rains with NO problems. Folks this car is reliable if you
take care of it. The car must go to a great mechanic who knows BMW's. Don't skimp on
non-OEM parts. Go to Bavarian autosport for parts if you want to DYI the repairs. The car may
the basic 6 buts fast. So fast. Faster than our BMW X5 with the turbo diesel. I am at , miles now
and I have no intention of selling it. In fact I might just buy another BMW xi. New technology be
damned. Great looking car with performance that matches. I bought this car three years ago and
I've generally been quite satisfied. It gets decent mileage overall and over 30mpg on the road.
New passengers not aware of the brand will often ask what kind of car it is because it's so
comfortable. Since the car has had very little wear its frequently confused with a newer car
since the basic body design remained the same until It does have some flaws. One of these is
that the I-Drive computer occasionally doesn't boot at start up and leaves me without a radio
until it does. The parking radar often takes a while to shut off after leaving a parking space.
However in the basics like comfort and performance the car is great. I did purchase an extended
drive train warranty, but I've recently had a large number of systems fail in short order including
the water pump, purge valve, and transmission pan and filter. There's also the standard German
oil leak which is so minuscule that I've chosen not to fix it. My mechanic and I both think that
this bad period will pass and that the car will remain reliable so I'm currently still positive about
it. It's a great machine. Addendum: On the positive side I've just been in an accident where I was
broadsided by a driver who didn't try to stop. He must have
wiring a toggle switch diagram
convertible top hydraulic repair
duramaxforum com
been doing at least 65 in a 45 speed limit zone. The car lost a fender and deployed the side but
not front airbags. I lost one fender and little else. I walked away without a scratch. Very
impressive! The only negative about this car and other BMWs is that some systems are unique
so it's hard to find a mechanic who will work on one other than the dealer. Nevertheless,
performance and now safety are excellent. Had to deal with electronic glitches here and there
tire sensors, oil level sensors, etc and the transmission is somehow brutal when accelerating
from a red light. Also experience problems at idle, irregular rpms.. If I could afford a '12 MB E
4matic station, I could consider a trade but even if I need to rebuild the tranny, it will still be
cheaper and more fun to drive my xit into the ground. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of 1
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Sign Up.

